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Abstract
This thesis proposes “diasporic indigeneity” as a new heuristic tool for Religious Studies to
capture how diasporic subjects evoke indigeneity through processes of religious/spiritual
(re)indigenization. By reconnecting to lost homeland heritages while learning new hostland
responsibilities, diasporic indigeneity begins to articulate how diasporic people can “belong to
place(s).” Through textual analysis and ethnographic methods, the Center for Babaylan Studies
(CfBS) serves as my case study. They represent an organization for Filipinx-Americans who
grapple with colonial mentality from the historical colonization of the Philippines and their
imbrication in on-going Turtle Island settler colonialism. To heal from these intergenerational
wounds, the CfBS endeavors a dual (re)indigenization project at the heart of their psychospiritual movement that learns and practices Philippine indigenous knowledge systems and those
of their indigenous Turtle Island hosts for mutual liberation.
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Introduction
The Center for Babaylan Studies (CfBS) exists within a provocative matrix of diaspora
and indigeneity discourses and practices. At the American Academy of Religion’s 2022 Annual
Meeting, Filipina theologian Cristina Lledo Gomez presented a paper in the Women’s Caucus
session about babaylan-inspired diasporic religiosity and the curative capabilities of reconnecting
to indigenous wisdom in the Philippine and Australian contexts. She spoke from a scholarly and
personal perspective supporting the work of Center for Babaylan Studies and its new religious
and spiritual routes for diaporic Filipinx peoples 1 affected by the internalized harms of
colonialism. In her case, effects such as the installation of church-sanctioned patriarchy and
condemnation of indigenous practices were primary struggles to overcome. However,
simultaneously, Filipino-American scholar and pastor Gabriel J. Catanus presented a piece in the
Asian North American Religion, Culture, and Society session related to the same movement,
including the CfBS. Rather than in celebration, Catanus presented in critique. He questioned
their reliance diagnoses of colonial mentality as settlers and the presumed advocacy for deChristianization rather than decolonizing Christianity. Thus, he argued for a rereading of the
Pasyon rather than looking to constructions of indigenous traditions for a decolonial religion.
While streaming the two presentations concurrently—a recent affordance by obligatory
technological literacy and increased virtual event spaces—I experienced in real time the
contested positions of how diasporic peoples evoke indigeneity. Moreover, specifically how the
CfBS is important in these conversations for diasporic Filipinx people and Filipinx-Americans.

I use Filipinx, or opt for the adjective Philippine, for gender inclusivity when speaking at large and then use Filipino/a when
appropriate gender pronouns are known. However, I do not have space in this paper to outline the complexities of the
interchangeability of these terms (Filipino/a/x and Philippine) as they index the multi-layered histories and violences of
colonialism of the archipelago known as the Philippines.
1
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In light of this example, this paper argues for an urgency of articulating diasporic
indigeneity—a heuristic tool for Religious Studies to capture how diasporic subjects grapple with
and actively engage with notions of indigeneity. (Re)indigenization processes, for those
decolonizing their religiosity in diaspora, particularly exemplify this challenging space.
Diasporic indigeneity then aids in capturing this specific negotiation of indigenous
religion/spirituality between lost homeland heritages and new hostland responsibilities. This
negotiation then explores what I term as how to “belong to place(s).” To demonstrate this, I
provide a case study of the Center for Babaylan Studies’ contemporary psycho-spiritual
movement that connects diasporic Filipinx-Americans to indigenous spirituality of the
Philippines and Turtle Island.
(Re)indigenization 2 is shorthand for a diversity of decolonizing projects that center
returning to indigenous lifeways considered abject and assaulted during colonial eras. Often they
are “re” processes that effect goals such as recuperation, recovery, and reclamation. For this
study, I build from indigenization discourses in Religious Studies, mostly from the work of Paul
C. Johnson, Graham Harvey, and James Clifford, but ultimately ground my analysis upon the
articulations of re-indigenization found in the Original Instructions. From this text, I choose
selections from John Mohawk, Greg Cajete, Melissa K. Nelson, Francisco X. Alarcon, and Tirso
Gonzales.
Although, these (re)indigenizing processes can presume a “rootedness in place” with
resources of a stable connection to land-based cultural memory to draw upon, but this is not
always the case. Forces of colonialism disrupt communities and require diasporic resettlement

I employ this personal stylization with the re- prefix in parenthesis to meld the language of indigenization and re-indigenization
into one term that can encompass both but also identify something new.

2
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elsewhere, thus creating tensions within and between lost homelands and new hostlands. Further
complexity of divesting colonial habits and mentalities arise when new generations propagate on
the hostland, thus entering “migrant descendants” deeper into the tangles of settler colonialism. I
intervene with reflections from Robin Kimmerer and M. Jacqui Alexander that open up potential
avenues amid these tangles that rewrite notions of belonging and place.
I select the Center for Babaylan Studies as my case study for several reasons. First, they
are a non-profit and academia-oriented organization catering to diasporic Filipinx-Americans
who seek decolonization methods through reconnection to their ancestral Philippine roots. Their
muse and ancestral guide is the Philippine indigenous shamanistic healer—the babaylan. Their
central mission is to “spearhead reconnection with the heritage and creativity of Filipino
indigenous wisdom and spirituality in an age of globalization.” 3 Second, they also claim to "be
guided by and rooted in the Ancestral Knowledge from both our Motherland and the Diasporic
lands we occupy.” 4 Taking these statements together, they endeavor the challenging task of dual
(re)indigenizing in diaspora, which is I see as the fertile ground for diasporic indigeneity. In
Chapter 1, I articulate my concept of diasporic indigeneity. In Chapter 2, I aim to show the utility
of diasporic indigeneity by supplying a case study of the CfBS. After providing a descriptive
background of the organization and movement, I organize the CfBS (re)indigenization projects
into two pillars that are motivated by kapwa relations: homeland yearnings and hostland
learnings.

3 “Home,” Center for Babaylan Studies, accessed February 8, 2022; last modified May 6, 2022.
https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/. This quote comes from the version of the webpage prior to the latest modification on
May 6, 2022.
4 “The Roots of Our Sacred Work,” Center for Babaylan Studies, February 9, 2022.
https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/roots-of-our-sacred-work.
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By learning and sharing lessons of the land received by their ancestors in the Philippines,
the CfBS movement simultaneously embraces heritage and responsibility as guests on Turtle
Island. I playfully construe this kind of diasporic indigenous practice as a transnational
“shamanistic” practice, one that communicates and mediates between different worlds based on
systems of interconnectedness. David Chidester describes shamans generally as those “operating
as an inspirational mediator on behalf of a community” and performing a range of political and
economic roles. In colonial conditions, shamans negotiated indigenous religious survival and
occupied a space between the premodern and the postmodern. 5 In evoking the babaylan tradition
with their organization’s mission and iconography, the CfBS aims to adopt this type of
shamanistic relationship and role in the globalized twenty-first century.

Methodology
I perform a History of Religions methodological approach for this project. I largely
perform textual analysis, but also employ some collaborative and ethnographic methods as well.
For the former, I engage close readings of printed publications and digital materials (webpages,
podcast episodes, and ephemera), and for the latter, participated in virtual events, and sought
personal communications. 6 Without the capacity of extended ethnographic research, I have not
attempted to represent the entire vibrancy of expressions, opinions, practices, demographics, and
commitments within the greater CfBS community. I therefore ground my study in the sources

David Chidester, Material Dynamics, 139-151.
Additionally, since the COVID-19 pandemic continues to affect and shape all research methods, I experienced limitations from
the start with direct communications and the possibility of robust participant observation; however, I have attempted to leverage
what methods the ever-shifting terrain of a more virtually connected society has made newly possible or mainstream.

5
6
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created by or pertaining to the organization’s influential co-founders/elders and the current board
of Core Members. 7 Thus, I sustain a perspective from the “top” of this movement.
I also decisively defer a comprehensive study of the wide-reaching dimensions, branches,
and expressions of the transdiasporic 8 babaylan-inspired movement to other scholars, and
specifically those involved with the CfBS. As an organization oriented toward
scholarship/critical reflection with inherent academic affiliations as well as community networks,
the prestige of my collaborators actually inverts our relationship from the conventional power
dynamics of human-based research. Whereas typical ethical quandaries concern the uneven
balance of power, privilege, and position tipped in the favor of the “researcher,” my
collaborators are more than able to meet me on a common ground of understanding and, if
anything, they easily supersede me. The fact that they have already endured the very same
academic processes (or, rituals if you will) that I am currently undertaking cements this
distinctively different relationship. However, this does not absolve me of ethical practices and
responsibility to them in my work.
To engage in responsible and non-extractive research practices, I also sought
collaborative methods in the footsteps of feminist scholarship 9 and indigenous research
methodologies. Although Linda Tuhiwai Smith does not directly address methods for nonindigenous researchers, her cornerstone publication Decolonizing Methodologies informs my
valuation of methods to indigenous topics. For the latter, I look to Philip Arnold’s approach to

7 I instate this limitation of sources because otherwise the corpus of potential sources would be insurmountable for such a short
project.
8 Lily Mendoza’s term for designating the coalition across multiple Filipinx diasporas, i.e. American, Canadian, German, Irish,
etc.
9 Feminist scholarship and methodologies traditionally decenter the researcher’s presumed objectivity, in Donna Haraway’s
language the “God Trick,” to embrace the reality of subjectivities to craft relations that do not rely on extractive structures for
research.
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collaborative methodology in his forthcoming publication The Urgency of Indigenous Values.
Arnold specifies that this form of research does not necessitate consistently arranged contact
with a person from another community or culture, in this case, an indigenous community
member. The student actually shapes their collaboration by primarily exploring their own urgent
questions with respect to others involved in them. He writes that, “collaboration is oriented
around plying strategies of expression; for making the widest possible appeal to one's work in the
most powerful way possible" and when dealing with urgent issues of mutual concern,
“strategizing for maximizing the effect of one's work is only natural. 10
Although I follow this methodological approach aligned with Arnold for History of
Religion and Indigenous Studies, I modify one piece for my particular project. Rather than
communicating directly with indigenous peoples of Turtle Island and the Philippine archipelago,
my work operates with one degree of separation; my collaborators are diasporic scholar-activists
that do the direct work with indigenous peoples through their organization, by performing a
similar methodology of collaboration. Sustained engagement is not consistent communication,
but rather robust commitment through strategic actions. Yet, I still adhere to a collaborative
methodology for this project. Not only is it a form of decolonial academic practice that I would
like to cultivate, but also I wish to honor properly the wisdom shared with me through my
collaborators.

Position and Entry in Work
Self-conscious reflection is a central component of collaborative methods and a valued
practice of the CfBS. Hence, I begin by reflecting on my interpretive location and entry into this

10

Philip Arnold, Urgency of Indigenous Values, (forthcoming), 36.
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project. It is important not only to note positionality, but also to perform a decentering of
objectivity; the subjectivities that we bring into our work as scholars are significant and I explore
mine in a quasi-autoethnographic 11 manner.
First, acknowledging the lands that have hosted me, I was born and raised on ancestral
territories of the Osage, Shawanwaki/Shawnee, and Massawomeck Nations, and currently reside
on land of the Onondaga Nation, Firekeepers of the Haudenosaunee. Second, acknowledging the
lands that nurtured my ancestor—and the specificity that which I am still learning— my maternal
ancestors hail from Lucban in the Quezon province of the Philippines, and my paternal ancestors
hail from central Italy and unknown regions of England and Lebanon. 12 Like many CfBS Core
Members or participants, my discovery of and fascination with the movement started with family
and the retracing of one’s lost or distant roots, and developed through academia.
Loss and relocation separated my mother from her family at a young age, and much of
her heritage/identity/culture exists only as a distant memory. Due to this situation, her and my
own relationship to the Philippines and Filipinx culture was and continues to be complex without
much guidance from family elders or community networks. Coming from a different
standpoint—one that is biracial, second generation, and born in Appalachia—my journey was
clearly shaped differently, but principally so because I retained a proximity to heritage through
my paternal family. Which was a luxury my mother did not have the privilege to enjoy.

Together, my mother and I have begun to reflect and heal our relationship to Philippine
ancestry from our different starting points. Language has been one of the primary routes of our

11 Tony E. Adams, Stacy Holman Jones, and Carolyn Ellis e.d., Handbook of Autoethnography (New York, NY: Routledge,
2022), Kindle.
12 As I will address later, I follow this practice of dual land acknowledgements from Kultivating Kapwa.
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cultural re-discovery, which I have fortunately been able to pursue with the resources and
support of various academic institutions. In addition, learning about our family genealogy,
attending joyfully large family reunions, and cooking our favorite dishes have been other small
acts of healing. From her experience and my own, I feel a deep resonance with the “reprocesses” that many babaylan-inspired women share. For my undergraduate senior Religious
Studies capstone, I decided that I would complete two goals in one—a topic addressing my new
investment in radical thought—how people carved new alternatives to hegemony—through
religious studies and incorporate my personal journeys in learning about Filipinx heritage.
Although I entered this work as part of my own identity explorations in tandem with my
academic passions, the latter has always been more at the forefront of this project. 13

After three years of staying abreast of the CfBS happenings from the perspective of an
intrigued young scholar, this present thesis motivated to advent of my formal collaboration.
Reaching out through their website, I connected with illustrious co-founder Ate Leny Strobel and
current prolific executive director Ate Lily Mendoza 14 via email exchange. Immediately, Ate
Leny graciously invited me to register for an upcoming webinar titled “500 Years of Christianity
and the Global Filipin@” where she would be presenting. I excitedly responded and signed up
for the two-day online event that started the next day.
The experience at the AAR outlined at the beginning gave me a sense of the movement
that then the 500 Years of Christianity webinar further supplemented. Shortly after, I began my
conversations with Ate Lily about identifying mutual interests and urgencies for the movement

To this end, I hope to clarify that although I have affective resonances with the spiritual community, I would not consider
myself a follower.
14 The title “ate” means sister in Tagalog and often used to denote a friendly relationship and/or mentorship relationship. In other
instances, people will use “tita” which means aunt and denotes the same but with an additional layer of reverence.
13
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that I could address in my project. She kindly held a few Zoom meetings to talk face-to-face with
me and email correspondences to discuss suggested readings and ideas together. In April, I
attended the CfBS’s monthly Pagsuyo ceremony, which is both ceremony and book circle.
Swirling between emotional testimonies and fascinating theological statements, I very much felt
the murky space shifting between insider and outsider. While feeling part of the in-crowd due to
my ancestry—even more than expected due to a surprisingly strong representation of mixed
ancestry people—my lack of explicit religious trauma firmly reminded me of my outsider status
to the group. Despite the instant awareness of my “scholarly distance” on this small ethnographic
excursion, I felt more attuned to the affective power of the movement and its impetus for
innovation more than ever before.

Chapter 1: Articulating Diasporic Indigeneity
I articulate my proposed heuristic of diasporic indigeneity15 through analyses of theories
and reflections surrounding the already established “indigenous diasporas” and the viability of
“indigenizing” processes. Ultimately, I locate it in the scholarship of how diasporic peoples
creatively engage new forms of religiosity that evokes constructions of indigeneity that is
founded largely on and in conversation with the scholarship of Paul C. Johnson, Graham Harvey,
and James Clifford.

Indigenizing/Extending in Diaspora

I do not pretend that I am the first person to use this phrase. I have found that Mark K. Watson (2010) also employed it in a
study of Ainu people migrating to urban Japan, but he still works along what I observe to be the general indigenous diaspora
framework. I have encountered other sources in other disciplines as well, but still do not precisely capture my same intention. I
continue to look for usages similar or other discourses that speak to this phenomenon I attempt to capture.
15
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I observe the study of “indigenous diasporas” from various scholars to largely encompass
how indigenous subjects wrestle with the challenges and new terrains of diaspora. James
Clifford’s influential work Returns elucidates and evidences this perspective. He comments on
the legitimacy of investigating these indigenous diasporas because we must explore the
“diasporic dimensions or conjunctures in contemporary native lives.” 16 Examining the concept
directly, the essays housed in the seminal volume Indigenous Diasporas and Dislocations offer a
variety of subjects and studies, particularly directed at religion and religious movements, which
begin to stretch the category to address my questions; yet, they remain within similar bounds as
Clifford. The volume broadly intends to demonstrate that indigeneity is not contradictory to
mobility, because indigenous communities have been always been enacting forms of diaspora
and flows of movement.
Nonetheless, “Migrating Bodies, Circulating Signs” by Paul C. Johnson, 17 introduces
relevant lenses to begin imagining the interworking of diasporic indigeneity. His study of
diasporic Garifuna and Candomblé traditions constructs indigeneity as a historical relation to a
land, but also a “style of imagined community” that accommodates mobility. He offers
articulations of “indigenizing” and “extending” processes to distinguish between two forms of
discourse when speaking of indigenous diasporas. The central distinction for Johnson is whether
bodies or ideas are motion. When bodies are in motion, “indigenizing” processes “carry home”
outsider concepts to make them indigenous. In other words, increasing the amount of traditions
that are considered native or indigenous. By contrast, “extending” processes circulate ideas and
make indigenous concepts available to a wider audience and acceptance. Therefore, in this

James Clifford, Returns: Becoming Indigenous in the Twenty-First Century (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2013), 71.
This article is featured in the Indigenous Diasporas and Dislocations volume in truncated chapter form, but is published in full
elsewhere.
16
17
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process, the amount of followers, or type of followers, is what increases. He acknowledges that
all religious groups can feature both processes, but each one balances and mobilizes them
differently, thus leading to a variety of expressions. 18

To imagine briefly along Johnson’s terms, the CfBS at large operates as an “extending”
movement because they spread indigenous traditions and knowledges to a larger and more
diverse audience in the diaspora and stress a greater global relevance of those indigenous
concepts. Although, the practice of re-categorizing outsider things as indigenous deserves
attention as well. I find that the “indigenizing” processes are where Johnson’s theory loses some
coherency in the case of the CfBS. In my observations, the extensions are largely performed
through, rather than by, followers because they intend to “indigenize” their minds and
communities. Indigenizing processes for Johnson involve the movement of bodies and what is
carried home is new ideas by those bodies; but for the CfBS what is carried home is still bodies.
Diasporic people are the “outsider concepts,” to retain his language, carried home to be made
resonant with the indigenous traditions.

Indigenizing Movements in Europe edited by Graham Harvey offers possibilities of how
these two particular processes from Johnson can intermingle and expand, but with a particular
focus on indigenizing. In this volume, Jenny Butler performs a relevant study of Irish Paganism
indigenization that fuses pre-Christian religiosity with national heritage. 19 Amy Whitehead’s
chapter on the Glastonbury Goddess religious movement offers rich considerations as well. 20
18 Paul C. Johnson, “Migrating Bodies, Circulating Signs: Brazilian Candomble, the Garifuna of the Caribbean and the Category
of Indigenous Religions,” in Indigenous Diasporas and Dislocations, Vitality of Indigenous Religions (Burlington, VT: Ashgate
Publishing Company, 2005), 37-52.
19 Jenny Butler, “Entering the Magic Mists,” in Indigenizing Movements in Europe (Equinox, 2020), 13-30.
20 Amy Whitehead, “Indigenzing the Goddess” in Indigenizing Movements in Europe (Equinox, 2020), 51-70.
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However, this volume does not address the same conditions of colonial history nor directly of
diaspora. The chapters also do not overtly contend with any dynamics of settler colonialism.

Thus, grounding myself in the tools outlined by Johnson and expanded upon by other
scholars, I propose a new heuristic tool to capture how specifically diasporic subjects wrestle
with the challenges of indigeneity. This distinction is arguably similar to that of indigenous
diasporas given that the classifiers of indigenous and diasporic do not necessarily develop
linearly in one’s identity. Rather than purely visualizing a “starting point” of one’s identity—
along the lines of first being indigenous then becoming diasporic—I argue for a nuanced primary
emphasis, or a centering idea, that does not rely on murky temporalities. A primary emphasis
grounds one’s identity or community in their immediate material conditions, while the secondary
component complicates or contends with it. Therefore, I envision diasporic indigeneity as a lens
that places the primary emphasis on diaspora or being diasporic and the secondary component as
indigeneity or becoming indigenous.

By working along the latter lines, the dangerous potential for cultural appropriation
inevitably arises. When imagining diasporic peoples engaging with indigeneity and what it
means to be indigenous to place, that engagement can slip into unwitting acts of appropriation.
And sometimes it does. Paul C. Johnson captures this in his study of New Age shamans in
Chicago. Johnson is rightfully critical of the New Age shamans because they reproduce the very
radical modernity they claim to overcome. 21 For this and many other reasons, I am not proposing
a normative element intrinsic to diasporic indigeneity. As a heuristic tool, my aim is to provide a

21 Paul C. Johnson, “Shamanism from Ecuador to Chicago: A Case Study in New Age Ritual Appropriation,” Routledge 25:2,
(1995): 163–78.
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device to illuminate why these movements are important and what they can reveal, rather than
why they should or should not be celebrated.

(Re)indigenization
Returning to Indigenizing Movements in Europe, Bjørn Ola Tafjord’s critical concluding
chapter specifies between indigenizing in colonial and anti-colonial modes, romantic modes, and
nationalist modes. 22 The CfBS movement, and the greater babaylan-inspired one, has history
expressing and entertaining all three, but self-identity as agents of re-indigenization. Here I make
a small but vital distinction with the “re” prefix that I will later expand on. These articulations by
Tafjord are helpful in delineating streams of discourse on indigenization, but I choose to anchor
myself in the offerings in the seminal volume, Original Instructions: Indigenous Teachings for a
Sustainable Future. The modes are useful for indigenizing, but do not hold much weight to reindigenizing which engages all three and none at the same time.
(Re)indigenization is a broad processual term under the umbrella of decolonization. It
grammatically implies a return to indigeneity and historically implies colonial entanglement.
Although currents of healing and revival permeate the field, re-indigenization does not solely
attempt to resuscitate vanquished cultures and ecologies; Greg Cajete writes that it can also
indicate the utilization and perpetuation of indigenous structures that have always been around.
Education of these structures becomes key. In light of consistent environmental exploitation
populating the news, Seneca scholar John Mohawk shares that "in those places there's space for
re-indigenization, which I say means to rebuild that which was there before that [colonialism]

22 Bjørn Ola Tafjord, “Modes of Indigenizing: Remarks on Indigenous Religion as Method” in Indigenizing Movements in
Europe (Equinox, 2020), 139-156.
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happened, both in the form of human cultures and in the form of bringing back the biodiversity
that existed prior to the colonization.” 23
Indigenous scholar Melissa K. Nelson also defines processes of re-indigenization along
the lines of projects and acts of revitalization, both cultural and ecological. Nelson writes that to
do this kind of work one needs to adopt an inherently decolonial “trickster consciousness” which
facilitates the paradigm shift from Western theories and modes of thinking. She writes, “We have
to decolonize our minds, hearts, bodies, and spirits and revitalize healthy cultural traditions. We
also have to create new traditions, new ways to thrive in this complex world during these intense
times." 24 Francisco X. Alarcon concurs in his advocating that re-indigenization is also
connecting to a new, in his case Nahuatl/Mestizo, consciousness. He shares that this new
consciousness could “lead us to new ways of seeing, reading, feeling, thinking, creating, and
living.” He insightfully poses a question central to these processes and this study as a whole,
“why not envision, for example, a new ecopoetics grounded in a heritage thousands of years old
that upholds that everything in the universe is sacred? Ancient native paradigms could possibly
offer some viable alternatives to modern dilemmas. Old keys could open new doors." 25
In efforts to preserve, heal, and resist, cultural revitalization is happening among
indigenous artists, culture-bearers, and language keepers on Turtle Island and globally. Nelson
describes this sentiment as “with every native word we learn, every wooden drum we build,
every new song we create, every heirloom corn we grow, we are reconnecting to our cultural
heritage and our native imagination. This is re-indigenization." 26

John Mohawk and Greg Cajete, “Reindigenization” in Original Instructions, (Rochester, VT: Bear & Company, 2008), 253-4.
Melissa Nelson, “Mending the Split-Head Society with Trickster Consciousness” in Original Instructions, 16.
25 Franciso X. Alarcon, “The Power of the Word: Toward a Nahuatl/Mestizo Consciousness” in Original Instructions, 271-275.
26 Nelson, Original Instructions, 293.
23
24
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Tirso Gonzales elaborates on this in a Latin American context and suggests another
crucial component. He also refutes the assumptions that these are simply motions of returning to
the past, but also cites the situation of mestizo peoples forced to neglect or forget their
indigenous heritage and valorize their European ancestry. He offers that these processes ask us
“to acknowledge our ancestors, our identity, where we come from, and what our deepest roots
are. It is to re-engage with an Indigenous-ecocentric worldview." Importantly, this is not just the
currency of indigenous peoples. He states:
“Re-nativization means to regain the strength of who you are and how you want to
be connected to this world and to your specific community. Re-nativization may
mean for non-Indian people who I have met in the North, a beginning to reconnect
themselves to Mother Earth and revisiting the past, their histories, their family
stories, and how they want to procure balance and harmony among all living beings
in the world. This is a process in the making.” 27
Gonzales’ articulation here is key to understanding the dual project of re-indigenization
that I understand as central to envisioning diasporic indigeneity. He offers three possible answers
of ecological reconnections, heritage/ancestry, and harmonious relationships for non-indigenous
peoples undertaking similar actions to move away from the unsustainable lifestyles of
colonialism and modernity.
Additionally, these selections demonstrate that the “re” is important. The prefix indicates
a return of something, its emergence come again. In the way that scholars and activists frame
decolonization and how it is deconstructive in nature, the de- implies that one was or currently is
colonized and are undoing that status. Thus, the constructive nature of the re- implies that one
was once indigenized/indigenous and are working to return its status. Also acknowledging the
frequency of utilizing the pre- prefix to denote worlds before colonialism, James Clifford
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Tirso Gonzales, “Re-Nativization in North and South America” in Original Instructions, 300-303.
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elucidates this as indigenous peoples often “express the new, the way forward, in terms of the
old." 28 I return to my discussion of indigenization without the prefix; in many ways, the CfBS is
an indigenization movement through the lens of discourses among non-indigenous academics,
but with these themes, I argue that their diasporic indigeneity specifically aligns more rather
(re)indigenizatiom from indigenous academics from the Original Instructions. In this light,
whether it is an accurate assessment on the ground or not, the indigenizing force is grounded in
recovery rather than discovery.
Returning to Gonzales’ three paths, reconnecting to planet’s vitality, revisiting one’s
heritage/ancestry, and forming harmonious relationships are all key elements for how
(re)indigenization also informs those who also live in diaspora. Particularly the last two, heritage
and relationships, are important for diasporic subjects attempting decolonization through
(re)indigenization to the “imagined” homeland, but the third is also often conterminous with
them. In the following section, I take on discourses that acknowledges these in context of settler
colonialism of one’s hostland.

(Re)indigenization with Settler Colonialism
One of the seminal pieces on settler colonialism critique is Decolonization is not a
Metaphor by Eve Tuck and Wayne Yang because they highlight the “unsettling” parts, pun
intended, of decolonization. They show that decolonizing efforts are fraught because regimes of
empire, settlement, and internal colony overlap on the same space to create a new type of
domination system. In the U.S. context, in which exemplifies this, legitimate indigenous land
sovereignty through decolonization is a contradictory goal, or even an impossible one due to
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Clifford, Returns, 35.
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deeply embedded settler violence reasserted “each day of occupation.” The core of the piece
outlines the avenues in which settlers evade this unsettling reality of their position and adopt
techniques of “settler innocence.” The theme undergirding their first two modes of contrived
innocence is settlers attempting to become indigenous. 29
Although Tuck and Yang maintain a forceful and tight argument, some generative gray
areas emerge as they recognize the peculiar placement of immigrants between the binary statuses
of settler and indigenous. They address a key distinction for immigrants in contrast to settlers and
claim that settlers are not immigrants because the latter is still “beholden to the indigenous laws
and epistemologies of the lands they migrate to,” whereas “settlers become the law.” 30 In other
words, settlers seek to supplant indigenous laws and epistemologies with their own while
immigrants do not. 31 Much scholarship, particularly in studies of Asian American settler
colonialism, exists on the settler state of Hawai’i and several conclusions come from these
conversations, but all involves the differing dynamics of immigrating and settling.
Many modern-day immigrants become unwittingly bound up in colonial histories and
settler mentalities and practices. Whether based on legal distinctions or mindsets, the moment(s)
when immigrants become settlers, or at least are able to enter the settler majority in some way,
poses new questions. Can this be reconciled? If so, how? For those learning and connecting to
their homeland’s indigenous traditions for decolonial options and lines of solidarity, is it possible
to apply similar tactics to one’s hostland as well?

29 The first mode is settler nativism in which settler claims to be native to the land since their lineages have lived on the land for
so long, ignoring the original theft of the land. The second, which is most relevant to this study, is “fantasizing adoption” in
which settlers become native without actually taking up indigenous lifeways and are deserving as wardens.
30 Eve Tuck and Wayne Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society 1, no. 1
(2012): 1–40.
31 An example of this could be the (continued) use of the Doctrine of Christian Discovery. Additionally, nuanced theories have
emerged acknowledge other actors in this third space particularly that of “arrivant” to describe the forced migration of enslaved
Africans to the continent.
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In her seminal work, Braiding Sweetgrass, Robin Kimmerer deliberates on this vexed
question of immigrants becoming indigenous through the story of Nanabozho and
“naturalization” of plantain plants. Reflecting on Nanabozho as an immigrant to an already
populated world of more-than-human lives, he “did his best with the Original Instructions and
tried to become native to his new home.” Therefore, the goal of Second Man is to follow in his
legacy although histories of colonialism and violence obscure the instructions. Kimmerer shows
that the urgent work of Second Man “may be to set aside the ways of the colonist and become
indigenous to place” but questions the possibility of this for settler Americans who have
complicated commitments to place. As a nation of immigrants, Americans “have one foot on the
land and one still on the boat,” which prevents robust steps towards becoming native to a place
and finally make a home.
Kimmerer’s evocative claim of “becoming native to place” is a central notion animating
diasporic indigeneity despite the seeming opposition. She defines this process as “by honoring
the knowledge in the land, and caring for its keepers.” However, the inclusion of settlers to
processes of becoming indigenous is fraught. She writes “an invitation to settler society to
become indigenous to place feels like a free ticket to a housebreaking party. It could be read as
an open invitation to take what little is left. Can settlers be trusted to follow Nanabozho, to walk
so that “each step is a greeting to Mother Earth?” Kimmerer expresses desire to envision the
possibility of an immigrant society becoming indigenous to place, but difficulty arises. She
clearly outlines that immigrants, by definition, cannot be indigenous because indigenous is a
birthright word. There is no equivalent commitment through time and care for a “soul-deep
fusion with the land.”
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Nevertheless, if people do not feel “indigenous,” is it conceivable to enter into the deep
reciprocity that renews the world if the proper teachers educate them? Kimmerer answers her
own question with the history of the plantain plant and a botanical approach. She notably
remarks, “This wise and generous plant, faithfully following the people, became an honored
member of the plant community. It’s a foreigner, an immigrant, but after five hundred years of
living as a good neighbor, people forget that kind of thing.” Due to Plantain’s strategic
usefulness and integration, botanists consider it native to this continent despite its origins from
Europe. Rather than naming it as indigenous, Plantain/White Man’s Footstep is uniquely
categorized as “naturalized,” in the same spirit as foreign-born immigrants who become citizens.
I use this concept of “being a good neighbor” for naturalization, and its attendant analogy
to transnational immigration, to inform my idea of diasporic indigeneity. I quote at length:
“Maybe the task assigned to Second Man is to unlearn the model of kudzu and
follow the teachings of White Man’s Footstep, to strive to become naturalized to
place, to throw off the mind-set of the immigrant….To become naturalized is to
know that your ancestors lie in this ground. Here you will give your gifts and meet
your responsibilities. To become naturalized is to live as if your children’s future
matters, to take care of the land as if our lives and the lives of all our relatives
depend on it. Because they do.” 32
Kimmerer concludes by pondering with its generosity and healing nature, if Plantain/White
Man’s Footstep could be a worthy teacher of becoming indigenous to place. Returning to
Kimmerer’s notion of “having both feet on the shore” rather than being stuck between the land
and the boat, I think there is a crucial intervention here. With many modern-day immigrants, and
even their descendants, the foot is not necessarily on the boat, but still reaching to find ground in
an imagined homeland. How can we reconcile this difference, if it is indeed a difference?

32 Robin Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge and the Teachings of Plants (Milkweed
Editions, 2013), 206-215.
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Kimmerer rightly questions the ability for one to naturalize without a firm foundation in the land
that they reside, but does it have to mean giving up mobility or multiplicity of home?
M. Jacqui Alexander begins to address this question as she imagines another formulation
in a comment about diasporic genealogies and belongings that propose three feet in different
locations. She writes that it is “a place from which I navigate life, using the foot I keep in the
Caribbean, the one I have had in the United States since 1971, the arithmetic of which
continually escapes me, and yet a third foot, desirous of rooting itself deep in the forest of the
Mayombe in the Kongo.” Embracing this dialectic for Alexander is a refusal of the convention of
only two feet, which would be a “recipe for sheer imbalance” because like her sturdy medicine
cooking pot over the fire, “three feet make the stretch more necessary, more livable, more
viable.” 33

Conclusions
“Diasporic indigeneity” is a deceivingly simple term representing or naming the
intersection of the above considerations. I theoretically fashion its basic concepts from Johnson’s
indigenizing and extending processes, tint it with the Original Instructions’ decolonial
(re)indigenization ideas, and then, significantly, include contending with diaspora’s inherent
settler colonialism entanglements. The latter truly sets this heuristic apart from the others
inspired by Johnson’s framework. Diasporic indigeneity takes on Gonzales’ task of reindigenization as a non-indigenous person by learning familial roots while simultaneously also
Kimmerer’s task of learning how to live on a hostland by the right teachers with Alexander’s
considerations of multiple groundings. In other words, diasporic indigeneity asks the question,

33 M. Jacqui Alexander, Pedagogies of Crossing: Meditations on Feminism, Sexual Politics, Memory, and the Sacred (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2005), 8-9.
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stimulated from a variety of dislocation crises, what it would mean to belong to place(s), rather
than belong in place.

Chapter 2: Center for Babaylan Studies Case Study
The Center for Babaylan Studies is an all-volunteer non-profit organization that
integrates academic work and spiritual work to cater to diasporic Filipinx-Americans. After
community and activist-coalition building online around the turn of the century, Leny Strobel
(professor at the forefront of the diasporic SP movement), Letcia Layson (poet/publisher of
Filipinx-American works), Perla Daly (self-identified feminist cyberactivist), and later also
Baylan Megino officially established the CfBS as a non-profit organization in 2009. They named
the organizing body of themselves and other collaborators through the years Core Members, with
Leny Strobel presiding as Executive Director. After nearly a decade, an entirely new team of
Core Members reign. S. Lily Mendoza, sister of Leny, serves as Executive Director since 2018
and eight others compose the current Core Member team: Jana Lynne Umipig, Vanessa
Ramalho, Jen Maramba, Orion Camero, Aimee Gomez, Oliva Sawi, Christina Verano Sornito
Carter, Nina Magpili-Smith, and Jo LaTorre. Featuring strong representation of LGBTQ+
women and non-binary scholars and/or community activists of Filipinx descent from the U.S.
and Canada, they bring diversity to the Core’s leadership and programming.
The CfBS resources and networks serve those who seek the spiritual dimensions of
decolonization and do so through practices of (re)indigenization. The central mission on their
website states that they “spearhead reconnection with the heritage and creativity of Filipino
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indigenous wisdom and spirituality in an age of globalization.” 34 Although, the first bullet on
their list of Living Protocols and Guidelines for Core Members, also found on their website,
reads, "we seek to be guided by and rooted in the Ancestral Knowledge from both our
Motherland and the Diasporic lands we occupy.” 35 Therefore, this (re)indigenization project is
distinctively and controversially twofold, marking their potential for diasporic indigeneity. They
facilitate connections to Philippine and Turtle Island indigenous knowledges and values through
homeland/hostland frameworks. Given this distinctive task, they are an uncommon organization
with a correspondently uncommon religious/spiritual movement. 36 However, by understanding
diasporic indigeneity as belonging to place(s) through dual (re)indigenization, they represent a
suitable and fascinating case study that demonstrates how this can play out for FilipinxAmericans.

Background
The Center for Babaylan Studies was born at the intersection of various historical and
contemporary streams of Philippine and diasporic cultural movements. I briefly contextualize
how these lineages and other aspects inform several defining features of the organization to
provide a descriptive basis for my case study and my particular terminologies. I organize these
features as Babaylan and Ancestral Spirituality, “Together, Separately”, and Spirit and Study.
Babaylan and Ancestral Spirituality

“Home,” Center for Babaylan Studies, Accessed May 1, 2022, https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/. The website now
reflects recent modifications since May 6, 2022.
35 “Roots of Our Sacred Work,” Center for Babaylan Studies, Accessed May 6, 2022,
https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/roots-of-our-sacred-work.
36 For clarity, when I refer to the “organization” at large, I refer to the central organizing body of the CfBS and usually retain
their language of Core Members for continuity. When I refer to the “movement” at large, I refer to the greater sphere of influence
or ideology produced by the organization. To avoid confusion with the usual term “members” and Core Members, I opt to use the
term “followers” to denote the people involved and committed to this work that are not Core Members. This entails online event
attendees, conference participants, allied community organizers, related scholars, and relevant ritualists.
34
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Contemporary babaylan iconography, symbolism, and academic discourses espoused by
non-indigenous peoples are far from novel to the CfBS. Linguistically and culturally deriving
from the Visayas region, babaylan is one term—believed to be composite itself 37— that has risen
in prominence to refer to a diverse body of indigenous (katutubo or lumad) 38 ritual specialists. 39
Their practices include a variety of healing, spirit mediation, and oratory techniques that rely on
an “animist” worldview. 40 Despite the fraught notion of employing shamanism outside its
original cultural context, they are also often considered shamans. Of interest to indigenization
and feminist discourses is the pre-colonial constructions of gender egalitarianism or nonpatriarchal systems. Although some customs are for men (mumbaki is one example), a
significant amount present religious power available to and welded by women and feminine
people, the latter being those who would be considered within the contemporary range of
transgender. 41
As for the usage of “religious/spiritual” in this paper, I intentionally employ the slash and
both terms to participate concurrently in two projects formed in response to the immense colonial

Carolyn Brewer, Shamanism, Catholicism, and Gender Relations in Colonial Philippines, 1521-1685 (Vermont: Ashgate
Publishing Company, 2004), 85-86.
38 These are the most common translations of “indigenous” or “native” among sources. Katutubo is more common in the North
because it is Tagalog while Lumad is in the South because it is Cebuano. However, for this study I sustain the English terms, as I
am more familiar with their connotations and theoretical implications. Another study of how they are employed in the Philippines
and the Fil-Am diaspora would be a fruitful project.
39 Other notable usage is the University of the Philippines (UP) Babaylan organization, which claims the title of the oldest
LBGTQIA student organization in Asia.
40 By animism, I refer to Graham Harvey’s discussions of animism rather than the traditional or original definition by E.B. Tylor.
41 Adopted by discourses of indigenization and decolonial empowerment, various archetypes became popularized41 and scholars
such as Mina Roces and Grace Nono— the latter notably an official advisor to the CfBS—have questioned the practice of
babyalan inspiration by mostly middle-class urban and/or diasporic peoples. Largely influenced by Filipina feminism and
decolonization movements, both Roces and Nono denote a constellation between anti-colonial Filipina feminists in search for
alternative resources of gender and power constructions and the religious/spiritual non-patriarchal power historically ascribed by
the babaylan tradition.41 These critiques and comments are valid and vital endeavors of accountability, but are more central to
projects other than the present. I acknowledge this aspect of the CfBS lineage because it is important for situating them; however,
I write not to measure their ethos but rather look at how they are creating their religious/spiritual movement in terms of diasporic
indigeneity.
37
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baggage of “religion” 42 and identify how the CfBS employs them as well. Many indigenous
peoples and those involved in decolonial projects often describe their systems as spirituality
and/or spirit(ual) work in order to push against this baggage. Additionally, they aim to move
away from religion’s hegemonic and institutionalized connotations. The CfBS Core Members
and related organizers respond similarly. They frequently pose “religion” as patriarchal,
hierarchical, colonially derived, and “modern,” but the terms spirituality, tradition, and faith
offer a preferred connotation that opposes the previous. 43 These alternative terms are perceived
as holistic—in this sense, not tainted by modernity’s assumed mind/body/soul divide—and
inclusive, ancestrally oriented, and descriptive of interdependence.
These goals echo themes in Sylvia Marcos’ work with indigenous women’s religious
movements in Mesoamerica. She writes that Christianity serves as the paramount dominator
system that suppressed indigenous forms of religious life and enacted a precedent for patriarchy.
Therefore, many women look to pre-contact/pre-colonial traditions in search of inspiration and
re-creation of their agency and power. This response is what Marcos deems a process of
indigenous women recapturing their ancestral spiritualities in order to decolonize the religious
universes forced upon them from colonialism. In that process, they “re-create a horizon of
ancestrally inspired spirituality.” 44
In constructing a “horizon of ancestrally inspired spirituality” for Filipinx-Americans,
concerns for de-Christianization arise. Complex relationships with Christianity exist in the
Philippines and the diaspora; however, being inspired by the babaylan tradition and being

42 The term also has a history in the field of Religious Studies. Scholars such as J.Z. Smith and Talal Asad assert “religion” has a
child of the European Enlightenment and/or a product of modernity that has been applied universally, despite being ill fit for
much outside of that cultural milieu.
43 This is a very common move well document in the field of Religious Studies.
44 Sylvia Marcos, Women and Indigenous Religious Movements (California: Praeger, 2010), 56.
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Christian are not mutually exclusive. The CfBS maintains a critical recognition that Christianity
sustains historical ties to colonialism, but also that it hosts an undeniable and inerasable
significance in many peoples’ lives despite this. Demonstrating the popularity of this inquiry, the
CfBS website’s FAQ page offers a specific response dedicated to this dilemma and relays that
Jesus’s teachings are compatible with that of the indigenous babaylan teachings. Interestingly
though, the response states that the babaylan teachings do not conflict, but can also “enhance and
clarify who we are as Filipinos.” 45 CfBS related collaborators, thus outside my present scope,
such as Sister Mary John Mananzan, theological work by Cisa Payuyo, and the scholarly work of
Cristina Lledo Gomez and James Perkinson address this complex statement. Already cited in
Duane Bidwell’s notion of “spiritually fluid,” 46 the CfBS movement as a potential vehicle for
articulating forms of transreligiosity, particularly in cases of colonial fusion that looks beyond
mere syncretism, along the lines of the recent Theology Without Walls initiative and others is an
important and burgeoning inquiry for another study.
On the other hand, in my research I choose to operationalize African-American Historian
of Religion Charles Long’s definition of religion as “orientation” to widen religion from the
constrictive conventions placed on it by popular Protestant postures and emphases on beliefs.
Orientation is how one “comes to terms with the ultimate significance of one’s place in the
world” and the religion of any people exceeds a structure of thought because it is inclusive of
“experience, expression, motivation, intentions, behaviors, styles, and rhythms.” 47 I find that

“Frequently Asked Questions,” Center for Babaylan Studies, n.d., https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/faqs. The answer
provided is, “Perceptions of the superiority of one religious institution over another divide people. But Spirituality and Universal
Wisdom, wherever found in humans around the world, throughout time, regardless of religion and culture will not contradict and
give rise to competition and struggle. The wisdom of the Babaylan does not conflict with the Jesus’ teachings of spirituality and it
can enhance and clarify who we are as Filipinos.”
46 Duane R. Bidwell, When One Religion Isn’t Enough: The Lives of Spiritually Fluid People (Boston: Beacon Press, 2018), 45.
47 Charles H. Long, Significations: Signs, Symbols and Images in the Interpretation of Religion (Aurora: The Davies Group,
Publishers, 1999), 7. http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/syracuse-ebooks/detail.action?docID=3138935.
45
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much of what the CfBS contends with aligns with Long’s idea of religion as orientation. Many of
the big questions surrounding their work point towards questions of significance and things that
supersede beliefs and rituals. They are truly attempting a transformation of one’s orientation
indoctrinated with the ills of modernity and colonialism. I do not necessarily consider religion
(as orientation) and spirituality as interchangeable due to the situated contexts, but in addition to
maintaining how they identify, I acknowledge the concepts’ mutual confluences for the CfBS
movement.
Together, Separately
Various community organizations have utilized indigenous values for healing from
trauma or hardship and for community empowerment. Natalie Avalos’ study of the La Plazita
demonstrates how a community recovery organization taught indigenous values to Native and
Chicano men exiting gangs for rehabilitation. 48 Specifically for Filipinx-American movements,
Steffi San Buenaventura traces the charismatic “Moncado religion” that started as a community
mutual aid society in the early 20th century motivated by indigenous Philippine mysticism. 49 The
CfBS presents many similar aspects to those respective organizations/movements, yet differs in
significant ways as well; one primary divergence is their “social glue,” or means of connection.
The CfBS community, firstly, does not have a physical “place” like La Plazita. They
cater to Filipinx-American communities like the Moncado Federation, but not just the
traditionally recognized labor/ethnic communities in California and Hawaii. In Pedagogies of
Crossing, M. Jacqui Alexander writes that all people are fundamentally linked to one another

Natalie Avalos, “Becoming Human: ‘Urban Indian’ Decolonisation and Regneration in the Land of Enchantment” in
Handbook of Indigenous Religion(s), 176-191.
49 Steffi San Buenaventura, “Filipino Folk Spirituality and Immigration: From Mutual Aid to Religion,” in New Spiritual Homes:
Religion and Asian Americans (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1999) 53-79.
48
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(through spirit) thus making that which is “individual simultaneously collective.” 50 The CfBS
embodies this sentiment because it is characteristic both of the non-profit leadership structure
and of diasporic communities. Much like an orchestra of different instruments and melodies
coalescing into a single symphony, individuals bring in their respective talents to form and
forward the larger collective’s identity and actions. With this social configuration, the “glue”
also is virtual connectivity. Most Core Members currently reside in California, but others reside
in other places such as Michigan, New York, North Carolina, and Toronto and largely operate
remotely because they have respective jobs and life commitments. Every Core Member is a
volunteer; therefore, their work is additional to their “day jobs” which creates a diverse
collection of perspectives and collaboration potential. Their “day job” professional fields are
varied, and include subjects such as climate change and sustainability advocacy, BIPOC
community development, reproductive justice, and eco-art healing. Therefore, they operate on a
dynamic of being separate yet together, or in Alexander’s words, simultaneously individual yet
collective, made possible through the internet.
Virtual connectivity is not a new tool of the CfBS community because the internet was in
fact instrumental in its formation. The original co-founders were brought together by the creation
of thematic listservs to connect likeminded Filipinas and Filipina-Americans who were interested
in uplifting their diasporic communities through feminism, activism, and/or learning of
indigenous spirituality. 51 Therefore, virtual space provided the ground for the dispersed building
of community.
Spirit and Study

50
51

Alexander, Pedagogies of Crossing, 326.
“Founders and Elders,” CfBS Founders and Elders, n.d., https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/founders-and-elders.
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One of the most distinctive and significant features of the CfBS is their approach to what
I term as “spirit and study,” which refers to their dual commitment to what is perceived as
scholarly work and spiritual work. This combination also solidifies them as a predominantly
psychological movement intent on a transformation of consciousness through the ritual practice
of learning and a community built on feeling-together.
The name of the organization itself immediately signals this intriguing dual commitment.
Along with the two sister matriarchs, Leny Strobel with an EdD in Multicultural Education and
Lily Mendoza with a PhD in Communications, and nearly all of the Core Members have
graduate degrees in fields ranging from anthropology, engineering, social work, art, to theater. A
remarkable majority of voices featured in their publications and events are academics and/or
graduate students as well. Given this, the Living Protocols of the Core Members claims,
“We take Study seriously (as the word “Studies” indicates in our name). We seek
to ground our practice in a keen awareness of the histories, communal stories,
material conditions, ways of being, and diverse influences on the lands and peoples
from which we draw inspiration. Thus, we deem there to be no divide between
“Intellectual” and “Spirit” work; all is spiritual; all is sacred.” 52
Actively transgressing many conventions for both academic spaces and spiritual
movements, the CfBS represents a significant case not only for how secularizing forces are being
opposed by academics, but also a case deserving of attention from Religion scholars who
straddle these lines to do similar work. Religious Studies is arguably the most relevant field to
approach this project due to these dynamics. Core Members Olivia Sawi and Jana Lynne Umipig
express their sustained identifications as academics but entered a “spiritual path” and/or into
“spiritual work” as well after encountering a different side of academia during the Babaylan

52 “Roots of Our Sacred Work,” Center for Babaylan Studies, accessed May 6, 2022,
https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/roots-of-our-sacred-work.
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conferences as graduate students. 53 Core Member Jo LaTorre reports a similar experience of
being offered to join the Core after doing her social work master’s thesis research with them.
Offering a rare opportunity for the integration of spirit and study is a chief attraction for many
people feeling the strains and mind/body disconnections of the (allegedly) secular academy.
This enduring academic commitment stems from a specific academic lineage of
Sikolohiyang Pilipino (SP), directly translated as Filipino Psychology but also known as Filipino
Liberation Psychology or Filipino Indigenous Psychology. Created by Filipino social
psychologist Virgilio Enrique in the 1970s, SP was an effort to rewrite the discipline’s
theoretical canon with “indigenous” Philippine knowledges and terms due to language
inaccessibility and the ill-fit and inherent pathologizing of non-European subjects. According to
SP, colonial mentality was the paramount source for dis-eases among Filipinos, thus a
revalidation and embracing of Filipino subjectivity was the primary goal. By using the language
of indigenization, Enrique valorized traits seen as derivative of the culturally-situated Filipino
psyche such as kapwa, loob, and pakikiramdam. 54 The movement reached the US when Enrique
was invited to teach at UC Berkeley as a Visiting Faculty in the early 1990s, which exposed
more Filipinx-Americans to the movement, but also allowed direct study under him. Co-founder
Leny Strobel was among this group and became a figure at the forefront of the U.S. branch. Lily
Mendoza also brought an SP perspective to CfBS because the movement was the subject of her
dissertation, which remains an authoritative source on SP. 55

53 Jana Lynne Umipig and Olivia Sawi, “Roots of Our Work - Conversations with Core,” Kultivating Kapwa, 2020,
https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/podcast/episode/bc9728a6/kultivating-kapwa-special-series-roots-of-our-sacred-work.
54 There is still a strong presence of Filipino and Filipino American Psychology. The current leaders of the latter are people such
as Kevin Nadal and E.J.R. David. Nadal’s seminal work, Filipino American Psychology (2009) outlines these cultural values as
well, but with diasporic perspectives and clinical applications. E.J.R. David in Brown Skin, White Minds (2013) also interrogates
these values in relation to the manifestations of colonial mentality and draws SP. David’s theorizations directly inform much of
the Core’s understanding of colonial mentality and he wrote the foreword from Leny Strobel’s first book.
55 S. Lily Mendoza, Between the Homeland and the Diaspora: The Politics of Theorizing Filipino and Filipino American
Identities, Asian Americans: Reconceptualizing Culture, History, and Politics (New York: Routledge, 2002), 57.
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Although rich in programmatically describing new values in which to life by, difficulty
arises when attempting to codify any consistent unifying practices particular to the CfBS. 56 At
conferences they create space for ritual performances, write and teach much about embodiment,
and set up dambana (alter/shrine) at home for zoom rituals, but the movement first evokes the
mind. A radical transformation of consciousness or mindset is the most discernible form of
“practice” among the dispersed community. Although many scholars are critical of decolonizing
projects and spiritual movements that center the mind or consciousness, the CfBS and many
indigenous scholars advocate that the decolonization journey begins with the mind or that it is an
unavoidable aspect. The notions of anti/de-colonial and liberatory consciousness from Frantz
Fanon and Paulo Freire and the “mending” work from Nelson and Alarcon build this
understanding. To see the world through a new lens as a colonized subject means unlearning
some internalized colonial mentalities that are unwittingly perpetuated into one’s habitus without
critical reflection. To facilitate this reflection, I find that the CfBS movement’s primary unifying
praxis is the ritual practice of learning and cultivating awareness. Learning can take many forms
and in-person or virtual modes, but ultimately aims to be performed together and practiced in
one’s daily life.
Another crucial element is emotion, particularly painful emotion. Healing is a central
activity from its symbolism with the babaylan and emerges as the motivating force to transform
one’s negative emotions. Whether it is healing from trauma (religious, historical, or
intergenerational) and/or disenchantment (alienation, self-denigration, cognitive dissonance) in a
Weberian sense, it is a therapeutic and restorative process of transforming one’s psychological

56 I recognize that with longer, ethnographic research that incorporates voices and perspectives from the greater body of followers
this could be disputed. From my sources, observations, and current stage of research, this is my conclusion.
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and spiritual pain. Therefore, they form a spiritual community based on not only the language of
spirit, sacred, and soul, but also by forming a community of repairing and feeling-together.
Conclusions and Transitions
The background of the CfBS is not only highly particular, but also illuminating to how
they developed and currently operate. Their distinctive approaches to ancestral spirituality,
connection means, and scholarly and spirit work form a foundation in which to situate them
adequately.
With this background informing my analysis, in the following sections I directly look at
how the CfBS fits into diasporic indigeneity. I separate this analysis into two main pillars:
homeland yearnings and hostland learnings. Interpretations of kapwa as learning and repairing
relations that connect all of Creation, motivate both pillars respectively, and together they
generate a potent affective resonance that inspires action in both places. In the CfBS movement,
endeavoring this allows one to become “indio-genius,” first coined by Kidlat Tahimik, influential
Filipino Third Cinema filmmaker. This clever word play identifies Filipino culture-bearers who
may not be from land-based communities or tribes, but live by the indigenous worldview. I argue
that they exhibit diasporic indigeneity through striving to become “indio-genius” 57 on both their
homeland and their hostland through these two projects of (re)indigenization.

Homeland Yearnings
I name this first (re)indigenization project “homeland yearnings” for two reasons. The
affective state of yearning—a deep longing, desire, hunger, or pining— in light of a perceived
loss or lack underlines many of the CfBS publications and testimonies. These sources understand
57
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this loss or lack 58 as severance from Philippine family, culture, identity, community, power, or
knowledges from colonial and neocolonial violences. Some frame the trauma of this severance as
a specific life experience while others name it a symptom of familial intergenerational trauma.
Yearning then operates on a logic of nostalgia, yearning for the return of what was. Thus, “the
homeland” enters as the object of the nostalgic return, as well as the object of the loss or lack.
Although a multifaceted concept, the CfBS constructs the homeland as the Philippines
geographically, but imaginatively as a place of one’s kin and culture, or in other words, one’s
ancestral roots. As an organization that affirms yearning in its feeling-together community and
cultivates practices of learning, the CfBS facilitates spaces to forge the reconnection to one’s
lost, lacking, or forgotten ancestral roots through learning about them and how to relate with
them.
Reconnecting to “roots” and kin is one of the broadest projects of the CfBS and it first
starts with ancestry. The evocation of “ancestors” includes both one’s personal familial
genealogy of relatives and as well as what I call “cultural ancestors.”
I use the latter to refer to honoring more than one’s immediate generations of kin by
honoring all those who have come before, which shapes a collective sense of nation, culture, and
history bound within notions of lineage encapsulated in “Filipino.” The placement of one within
an interconnected intergenerational web of kin legitimizes their interactions with and learning of
different regional traditions than the ones exclusive to their immediate family. One of the
mission statements from the CfBS website specifically refers to “our Indigenous Peoples” which
further exemplifies how cultural ancestors are used in this sense. They enact a degree of

58 I use both terms because some testimonies frame their emotions as losing their culture while others frame it has a something
they lacked learning about when growing up/into adulthood. The former is more commonly, but not exclusively, related to
immigrant stories and the latter of American-born second or third generation people.
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expansion, inclusivity, and merging to produce a culturally wide idea of “Filipino” in terms of
cultural ancestors, but also inheritance is at play. In Babaylan: Filipinos and the Call of the
Indigenous, writes,
"Our primary babaylans and babaylan-inspired kapwa are still with us. In landbased tribal communities in the Philippines, they perform their roles as they have
done for thousands of years…Among Filipinos in the homeland and in the
diaspora, decolonizing Filipinos claim the babaylan spirit as an inheritance that
is available to all who wish to follow an indigenous Filipino spiritual path." 59
The poetic language straddles a precarious line. The CfBS widely acknowledges that indigenous
peoples are still alive and active in their traditions and intend to uplift those living traditions;
however, this claim engenders an intriguing belief that since the traditions are alive, and always
have been, anyone can feel the “babaylan calling” because it is not inherently culturally bound.
Various descriptions of the “the call” from CfBS and external scholarly sources 60 relay an
indiscriminate force that can permeate and reach anyone. However, in diaspora, the belief acts as
bridge that connects and affirms those, even without prior knowledge of the babaylan tradition,
feeling innately called to do such spiritual work.
Ethnoautobiography
A popular method to facilitate reconnection through reflection and research is
ethnoautobiography. Coined and created by Jürgen W. Kremer and Robert Jackson-Paton,
Kremer defines this methodology as,
“creative self-exploratory writing (or oral presentation) that grounds itself in the
ethnic, cultural, historical, ecological, and gender background of the author. Part
of such writing is the investigation of hybridity, categorical borderlands and
Leny Strobel, Babaylan: Filipinos and the Call of the Indigenous (California: Center for Babaylan Studies, 2010).
For more on this subject, see Carolyn Brewer, Shamanism, Catholicism, and Gender Relations in Colonial Philippines, 15211685 (Vermont: Ashgate Publishing Company, 2004) and Mina Roces, Women’s Movements and “the Filipina”: 1986-2008
(University of Hawai’i Press, 2012), http://www.jstor.org.libezproxy2.syr.edu/stable/j.ctt6wqd98.
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transgressions, and the multiplicity of (hi)stories carried outside and inside the
definitions and discourses of the dominant society of a particular place and
time.” 61
This methodology diverges from authoethnography, a rising methodology in social sciences and
Cultural Studies. Situated in Ethnic Studies and Psychology, this methodology highlights and
prioritizes issues of the –ethno component within autobiography, whereas the former
foregrounds the –auto within ethnography. Kremer and Patton center an indigenous sense of
presence to interpret the –ethno as broad concerns of “culture, place (ecology), gender, history,
and time.” They also couple processes of decolonizing and unlearning whiteness within
ethnoautobiography, so there is a more cohesive thematic usage of/tenet in these methods than
that of the broader autoethnography. A more critical and investigative element is inherent in
ethnoautobiography that requires supplemental research to contextualize one’s autobiography for
a unique form of storytelling.
The CfBS uses ethnoautobiography in publications as well as their virtual Decolonization
School, which is a series of workshops facilitated by Jana Lynne Umipig, Olivia Sawi, Jen
Maramba started to celebrate the organization’s ten-year anniversary. The description reads that
this methodology,
“reconnects personal identity with a more integrated, or communal existence,
because the complexity of our self provides us with rich inner resources. As we
survive, live, and thrive in the age of Decolonization, Ethnoautobiography is
used in the recovery of the Indigenous Mind and the understanding of the
shadows of Colonial Mentality.”
One practices ethnoautobiography by reflection and research. With the help of the
facilitators, specific activities from Kremer and Patton’s workbooks are performed

61 Jurgen W. Kremer, “Ethnoautobiography as Practice of Radical Presence: Storying the Self in Participatory Visions,” ReVision
26, no. 2 (2003): 4–11.
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together online that ritually remember and honor ancestors and reflect upon one’s
entanglements in history that shape identity. Their psychological, academic, and
together-separately features inform and ground this practice.
Media and Resources
The CfBS names itself as a bridge between the homeland the hostland. Flowing across
this bridge is connections with “living babaylans of the Philippines” and “indigenous living
traditions.” 62 Although there are several instances of indigenous ritualists travelling to California
for events and diasporic peoples travelling to the Philippines to learn from them on their own
land, there are many symbolic bridges constructed as well. The first publication, Babaylan:
Filipinos and the Call of the Indigenous, was a symbolic bridge because it houses a collection of
scholarly essays on primary/land-based babaylans in the Philippines, kapwa psychology, and
babaylan-inspired practices by diasporic Filipinos. Instilling their practice of questioning and
learning, this book holds voices from both primary and babaylan-inspired voices from Filipino
immigrants. The book hosts essays that are both traditionally scholarly and
ethnoautobiographical. Although personal and intimate, the book’s contributors are largely PhD
holding professors or activists, which sets the tone of the spirit and scholarly work fusion. From
my own observations, Leny Strobel’s introduction is more widely cited than any essay part of the
compilation. Published soon after the organization’s inception, Babaylan continues to lay the
framework for the movement in its ethnoautobiography methods and source of foundational
babaylan-inspired histories, and serves too as an authoritative text for (interested or critical)
scholars from many academic disciplines.
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Three years later in 2013, Back from the Crocodile’s Belly: Philippine Babaylan Studies
& The Struggle for Indigenous Memory was published by both sisters, Leny and Lily. This
collection hosts the same structure as the first book, but the essays lend more towards traditional
scholarship while still incorporating some ethnoautographical pieces. The academic prestige of
the contributors continue with professors around the country and cover a variety of babaylan
and/or indigenous subjects. Expanding from the first book’s scope, Back from the Crocodile’s
Belly demonstrates how Philippine indigenous knowledges can be applied in other areas of study
and applications. The essays focus on celebrating how these indigenous teachings have much to
educate this group about survival and living in proper relation.
Another rich resource is the Core Members’ recent project, a podcast called Kultivating
Kapwa. The introduction states their mission succinctly,
“In Filipino Indigenous Psychology, kapwa means the self is in the other, or you
and I are connected, we are one. Kapwa means we are connected to each other as
human Beings, we are connected to non-humans beings, and to all of Creation, and
we are connected to the Creator. Kapwa lives in our cultural DNA, so in Kultivating
Kapwa we are evoking our sacred connection to each other and to all that is.” 63
The phrase “cultural DNA” informs how they employ indigeneity as it implies
ideas of cultural ancestors, lineage to a pan-Filipino culture, and more directions to
interiority. Additionally, as this statement shows, these “others” are not limited to human
persons, but also the non-human/more-than-human persons of the Earth and the spirit
realms. This interpretation of kapwa easily lends to drawing comparative parallel to other
indigenous values and worldviews that emphasize relations. Therefore, kapwa undergirds
much of their mission and specifically highlights their exploration of diasporic
63 Jana Lynne Umipig and Olivia Sawi, “Roots of Our Work - Conversations with Core,” Kultivating Kapwa, 2020.,
https://www.centerforbabaylanstudies.org/podcast/episode/bc9728a6/kultivating-kapwa-special-series-roots-of-our-sacred-work.
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indigeneity. Learning and applying values viewed as “homegrown,” practiced by current
indigenous peoples, and/or alternatives to the destructive modern capitalist society that
hone relations, provides the core of their constructed orientation.
At the beginning of every podcast episode, the hosts and guests are introduced with both
ancestral and settler land acknowledgements. Rather than solely recognizing the indigenous
names and unseated status of the land that one currently resides, which is the conventional
format for land acknowledgements, they also recognize the specific lands in which their overseas
family hail. This is usually regions and/or indigenous lands in the Philippines, but also those with
mixed ancestry name those as well. Specificity is encouraged, but not required. Different
obstacles exist for each one, but both are researched and practiced to give credence to the
indigenous lands that were stolen from colonial powers and continue to be encroached by settlers
and climate change. This dual land acknowledgement is an adapted practice and demonstrates
small-scale acts of their dual (re)indigenization project that cultivates awareness.
Love
A foundational value of (re)indigenization for the CfBS is love. Undoing the internalized
inferiority and “white love” 64 of colonial mentality is the project of learning to love oneself and
one’s culture that previously brought shame or was disavowed. The CfBS (other Filipino
scholars such as E.J.R David) establishes this as the basis of Filipino colonial mentality, so
decolonizing work embraces Filipino culture as something to find pride in. Leny Strobel writes
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that she has “fallen in love” with “the beauty of being an indigenizing and decolonizing Filipina”
and teasingly questions why those adamant about modernity are never called romantics. 65
The learning of love is a value of the CfBS, but risks romanticism. However, as scholars,
the CfBS sustains awareness of this risk. Reflection and honorable relations are critical missions
of their organization. Thus, “looking past the first blush of romance” 66 is a crucial step in this
process, but still honoring the passion that led to the inspiration. Lily Mendoza recounts her own
powerful epiphany in the classroom. Much aligned with David Morgan’s theory of enchantment
through material culture, Mendoza writes that encountering indigenous art and artisans in a
graduate course transformed her life. 67 Many others share their epiphanies that shook them into
new realities of “enchantment.” Core Member Oliva Sawi shares that one of the turning points
for her was experiencing the powerful affect of music performed by indigenous musicians during
a Babaylan conference that instantly inspired her new path of spiritual work. 68
One of the most recent events that centers love is their Pagsuyo Ceremony. 69 Pagsuyo is
the gerund form of “affection” which is translated by them as “courting” or “endearing,” thus the
slogan of the event is “courting our Indigenous soul.” This ceremony is another stark
representation of a feeling-together community and which fuses study and spirit. Structured like
a book circle, they discuss a new chapter of Babaylan each monthly meeting and in the session
that I attended, emotions that came up were shared as much as the content of the chapter.
Particularly with the chapter from Sister Mary John Mananzan, many moving personal
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connections to the legendary activist nun were shared and in breakout room we were encouraged
to share personal difficulties with self-love in Christianity and its complexities with how people
connect to their Christian family members during a decolonizing process. Earnest affirmation
and reassurance flowed from the facilitators to participants who shared their stories creating an
atmosphere of compassion and love for fellow hurting and healing kapwa.
Conclusions
These selected pieces—ethnoautobiography, media and resources, and love—represent
snippets of methods, practices, beliefs, and values that highlight the fundamental features of the
CfBS orientation outlined in my background section that forward their homeland
(re)indigenization project. Kapwa is evoked to cultivate a collectivistic mentality and
repair/come into right relation with ancestors and cultural heritage.
Rather than a disavowal of the hybridity of being Filipinx-American as its own unique
category, this (re)indigenization project still invests in hybridity. The introduction to Back from
the Crocodile’s Belly writes that a “growing hunger for alternative visions of how to live within
our Filipino American communities” 70 is on the rise and this hunger seems intent on carving
alternatives rather than negating hybridity. Much how Clifford writes that association or
affiliation with another “nation, region, continent, or world-historical force” adds weight to
claims against an oppressive national hegemony, 71 this hunger works to color the Filipinx part to
resist the homogenizing and assimilating nature of the American part in order to live differently
from oppressive and hegemonic society.
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Hostland Learnings
“We are all learning. We are ever learning. Be kind to yourself and to others in our learnings.”
-Jana Lynne Umipig
Jana Lynne Umipig, Core Member, composed this lyric as part of her reflection on the
third international conference that hosted a collaboration between the CfBS, Kathara Society,
and Squamish community representatives. The practice of learning is already centered as a
unifying ritual of the CfBS movement which allows for a smooth translation into the imperative
of learning settler/guest responsibility as a non-indigenous person living on unseated indigenous
land. As evidence, Umipig signs off her acknowledgements with the potent statement, “Because
of you all, I left the conference truly understanding a call to reconcile a relationship with the
Natives on the land I settle on in New York, and what it will mean to begin that relationship in a
good and honorable way.” 72 Her comments exemplify how the act of learning is ritualized to
cultivate a new awareness that can lead to new actions—a new orientation.
To note, I use the term “hostland” to denote one’s current residence and, albeit often,
contested status of guest on unseated indigenous lands. In short, this term understands non-native
people as guests hosted by the native communities and their lands in order to acknowledge
struggle for sovereignty and original land claims. 73 The word “host” invites notions of voluntary
accommodation and to avoid possible pacification of an on-going violence; therefore, I
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intentionally acknowledge here the involuntary accommodation forced upon indigenous peoples
by histories of settler colonialism and continued migration.
The instinctive reaction to “becoming indigenous” as an immigrant or settler on Turtle
Island sounds blatantly appropriative and at best superficial because the terms fail to provide
nuance. I sketch the possibility of introducing nuance in terms of Robin Kimmerer’s
“naturalizing” and her attendant discussions of settlers and experiment with how it can converse
with Alexander’s notions of “multiple feet” on the ground. Naturalizing responsibly boils down
to learning from the right teachers. From those lessons, come knowledge of how to relate
responsibly and find transnational community. Kapwa’s radical relationality and collectivistic
stance enables this possibility. A relational perspective allows one to imagine simultaneously,
not only belonging to place, but belonging to place(s). This sense of belonging supersedes that of
identity by grounding itself in the senses of connecting and relating that do not necessitate an
accompanying identification as “indigenous.”
The CfBS co-founders were thinking about the imbrications of settler colonialism for
decolonization from the onset. The eighth item on Strobel’s “Signs and Symptoms of
Decolonized Filipinos in the U.S.” reprinted in Babaylan states,
“A decolonial Filipina in the U.S. understand that she lives on stolen land from
indigenous peoples on this continent. What are the implications of such realization?
What is the connection between the taking of the Philippines by colonizers and the
taking of this continent from native peoples?” 74
The topic is consistently present in the CfBS conversations and publications. Lily
Mendoza’s recent scholarship has highlighted collaborations and mentorships from
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indigenous teachers and advancing the adoption of indigenous values for planetary
survival. Several Kultivating Kapwa episodes feature candid discussions about
imbrication within settler colonial tangles, experiences with Turtle Island indigenous
ceremonies, researching land claims, and navigating the difficult task of providing proper
deference. Most visibly, the past two international Babaylan Conferences have
collaborated with Filipinx-Canadian organizations that do similar work and Turtle Island
indigenous community leaders and representatives.
In the section the follows, I examine closely the written testimonies, video
records, and ephemera from the third and fourth Babaylan Conferences as demonstrate
how community is formed by goals of mutual liberation from colonial/hegemonic
oppression and re-imagining dynamics of citizenship.
Finding Community
These “common interests” of liberation become the basis of intercultural,
transnational, and/or interfaith community formulations and coalition building with
indigenous peoples. The practice of kapwa relations, continues to forge the potential of
alliances and connections.
Looking at history, after the nearly 500 years, Spain ceded the Philippines to the
United States at the end of the Spanish-American War with the Treaty of Paris in 1898.
This sparked the formally recognized Philippine-American War because more colonial
powers were introduced rather than their declared independence accepted. This conflict
and other subsequent clashes with American forces formed an identifiable period in
American history, one in which many Americans were uneasy about the contradictory
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stance on colonies, but continued the persistent historical struggle for Filipino
sovereignty. Combatting many nationalist revolutionaries and Japanese occupation, the
U.S maintained colonial control through military and civilian governance that lasted until
independence in 1946 with the Tydings-McDuffie Act and the Treaty of Manila.
However, the prevalence of American education, Protestantism, English, and
immigration are lasting legacies of the U.S. colonial period that were symptoms of
President McKinley’s campaign for “benevolent assimilation.”
Historians and the CfBS compare—and contrast—the colonization of the
Philippines and the colonization of Turtle Island. Both sharing a common colonizer of the
United States, parallels are often drawn. Portrayals as “savages” in needing of civilizing
by the paternal hand of American imperialism, indigenous cultures disregarded as
primitive or inauthentic “folk” religions, and encroachment of land for urbanization or
industrialization. 75 However, scholars such as Sarita Eschavez See, note these similarities
of the American imperial project without collapsing the important differences.
Specifically in colonial museums exhibits, See articulates the “primitive proximities” that
are utilized. 76
Using See’s language, the CfBS acts upon a notion of the Filipino’s historical
proximity to primitiveness as a base for building lateral lines of coalition that unite under
the weight of colonial oppressions. Taking tactics from transnational feminism
movements that build solidarity in mutual liberation, the CfBS identifies grounds for
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transnational, intercultural community that collaboratively works towards liberation.
Their website displays this updated statement which attests to this,
“The Center for Babaylan Study is committed to uplifting the wisdoms of
Indigenous living traditions of the Philippines toward the pursuit of Indigenous
sovereignty, individual and community healing, justice, and liberation. Through
study, practice, education, political activism, and community organizing, we
explore the ways in which ancestral reclamation, healing, and political discourse
through the lenses of decolonization and anti-oppression can support building a
world centered in justice, love, life-affirming cultures, and right relations with the
Earth and all living beings.” 77
Liberation is a communal effort. Allying with and showing up for demonstrations
such as Standing Rock and Black Lives Matter have been important to the CfBS Core
Members. When speaking of the complications of practicing kapwa on stolen land, Orion
Camero shares initial reservations about being included in the conversations of the
indigenous delegation to UN climate negotiations as a non-indigenous person who only
works with indigenous Philippine communities for climate disaster relief. However, they
were told that their perspective informed by a history of similar colonialism, particularly
aligned with indigenous Mexican participants, forged an important relationship. 78
International Conferences
This line of inquiry persists to the Center’s history of Babaylan Conferences.
While focusing on Filipino indigenous knowledge and healing traditions during the first
and second conferences, the third aimed to highlight “the collective resilience of
colonized societies in the Philippines and in North America” and on emphasize how a
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persistent return to indigenous practices can bring about healing. Titled, "Makasaysayang
Pagtatagpo or Historic Encounters between Filipinos and Turtle Islanders: Revitalizing
Ancestral Traditions Together,” this gathered advertised to “to build mutual respect for
experiences and worldviews we hold in common, our historical differences, and our
diversity.” 79 Collaborating with Coast Salish indigenous community members and the
Kathara Pilipino Indigenous Arts Collective Society, it was a tri-fold effort of connecting,
learning, and teaching. Sobey, a member of Kathara, is an important contact for the CfBS
that provides much insight and programming for building relationships with Turtle Island
indigenous folks. Leveraging the resources across national/settler borders allows for a
greater breadth of connection and allows the American-based organizers to learn from the
Canadian-based ones that often have robust, direct connections with their First Peoples
hosts and neighbors.
Jana Lynne Umipig’s written testimony is a rich source, as she was designated to
“deeply listen” as Witness in Coast Salish (Skwxwú7mesh Territory) tradition. Her
testimony includes general lessons and values for further work, but also importantly
documents the real experiences of engaging in cross-cultural relationship building. She
shares about the uneasiness of some participants at the shore of the Coast Salish Canoe
Ceremony and how the whole group had “not arrived yet.” Umipig writes that,
“The Canoe Ceremony itself was a lesson in how long and difficult the journey of
returning to each other has and continues to be, and how we have to honor one
another in our readiness to accept the invitation to be in union. We are not all ready
to accept how much we belong to one another.”
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This notion is important to acknowledge the uneven and difficult work of breaking free of
“colonial habits” and opening one’s mind to embracing the confluence of difference with
connectedness.
Another ritual practice that both symbolized and materialized bridges between
communities was the group’s collective dambana. A dambana, an altar or shrine where
ancestors can convene or contact, was created with medicines from Philippine traditions
and the space consecrated by Coast Salish traditions. This small collaborative act was a
“representation of a bridge we were building not only between Indigenous peoples, but
between us and our ancestors and Spirit.” Umipig concludes that the significance of the
conference “always about learning” and that they “heard the importance of learning from
our teachers and most importantly we heard it within ourselves the moment we made the
commitment to attend- we all arrived in common place to Learn.” 80
The most recent conference further explored questions of settler responsibilities
and being in relation with hostland indigenous communities. Titled, “Muling Pag-uugat
(Re-rooting) Learning Land, Unlearning Empire: Recovering ‘Indigenous’ Roots and
Creating Kapwa Relations in the Settler Colonial Diaspora” and in collaboration with the
Filipinx-Canadian Kapwa Collective organization. Held at a YMCA Camp (an interesting
choice in of itself) in Torrance, Ontario, Canada in September 2019, this conference
demonstrated new ways to imagine community and belonging. Advertised with the
questions posed in an academic fashion:
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“What does it mean to do ‘indigenous work’ as diasporic Filipinos within these
challenging contexts? How does an understanding of our impact as “settlers” on the
indigenous lands we occupy in the diaspora guide us toward the intention of
honoring what it means to be ‘rooted in place’?”
Then more guiding questions moving towards larger scale questions of belonging to a
universal “Earth community” were presented:
“How do we move towards a way of being that aligns our own liberation work in
collaboration and mutual accountability with the land’s Original Peoples and other
historically marginalized and displaced peoples? How do we integrate this task with
the related project of grounding ourselves in Earth Community and learning
respectful co-existence with all living beings within our respective land bases?”81
From the many fascinating examples of co-creating relationships and sponsoring sacred
space together, I first highlight the conference’s unique land acknowledgement. As the
conference took place on Haudenosaunee Territory, their conference booklet displays and
describes the living treaty of the two-row wampum (gä•sweñta’). Originally devised in
relation to the Dutch settlers, one row/canoe represents the Haudenosaunee traditions and
lifeways and the other represents the same of the settlers. Intact and separate, yet coexisting peacefully so on the river. The CfBS coordinators input themselves as the second
canoe, the settler canoe, and write “as Filipinos on indigenous land, we can view this
treaty as one canoe for the Haudenosaunee people, and one bangka for us.” 82
The opposite page features a similar move. Describing the piitaapan from
Anishinaabe language and tradition—the focal point of the sunset on the horizon, which
denotes the merging of the past and future in the present—they write “as Filipinos, we
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can draw from our ancestors and descendants to move in the present.” This recurrent
phrase “as Filipinos” hinges on the possibility of cosmological and cultural translation.
A canoe for the Haudenosaunee and a bangka for them as Filipinos (bangka is a
traditional or native boat style in the Philippines) evokes the premise of the treaty, but
also attempts to understand their indigenous hosts’ worldview without supplanting with
their own. Imagining what the piitaapon can mean for them as Filipinos evokes this intercultural and/or interfaith integration too. Without claiming foreign traditions as one’s
own or establishing an exclusivist understanding, the CfBS rather stresses a greater
relevancy of indigenous values and ways to culturally translate or integrate them through
a project of comparison. Reminiscent of Religion scholar Diana Eck’s pluralism, 83 they
contextualize themselves within the Haudenosaunee cosmology yet both groups remain
intact in their traditions but foster practices of intercultural dialogue. This pluralist
approach lays the groundwork for how they envisions coalition-building with indigenous
communities.
Conclusions
Overall, I observe the CfBS to be building to a narrative shift from assimilation to
something closer to acculturation. From erasure to co-existence and exchange. To
decolonize on a hostland, they play and experiment with what it would be like to
acculturate to the values and cultures of Turtle Island, rather than settler America. They
inherently adopt a pluralist stance of that uses both homeland and hostland traditions.
Healing the intergenerational trauma of past assimilation, they construct a new form of
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inclusive multi-cultural community that resists the homogenizing forces of modernity and
unlearns the mentalities and habits of settler society. However, this community is more
than just presence because it is guided by values and one must perform in such a way to
be included, thus I see them creating a new form of citizenship. I see this as a similar
project to that of the transnational spiritual networks of M. Fadeke Caster’s spiritual
citizenship of diasporic Ifa and Yoruba practitioners and Robin Kimmerer’s refashioning
of citizenship to understand abiding by the values of Maple Nation.
Considering the teachings of the Plantain plant of how to be a good neighbor and
co-exist for mutual flourishing from Kimmerer and the stability of supporting oneself
with the balance of three feet in on the ground from Alexander, I find that the CfBS
encourages explorations of these lessons and begins to experiment with methods to enact
them. Through their International Babaylan Conferences, the ritual practice of learning is
enacted and seeds for imagining and orienting to new indigenous futures are sowed. They
make space for and learn how to nurture multi-cultural and interfaith coalitions that unite
with a front to unlearn colonial lessons from the past and confront modernity’s most
pressing crises for the future. A transformation of belonging is effected, a belonging that
relies on right relations to multiple places.

Reflections and Conclusions
I return to my opening vignette from my AAR experience and offer a closer reading of
the situation that was at hand in light of these analyses. The two contrary discourses—those
espoused by Gomez and Catanus—represent not only the particular gendered demographics of
the CfBS movement, but also shows the distinctiveness of their goals. Whereas I find Catanus’
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advocacy for rereading the Pasyon as a resource for decolonizing Christianity valid and perhaps
a form of thinking about “indigenous” scripture, Gomez’s presentation and testimony venture
into the new terrain of diasporic indigeneity that asks what it means to belong to place(s) and
build multi-/inter-cultural coalitions for mutual liberation. Learning about healing methods from
hostland indigenous mentors demonstrates this distinctive stance.
In all, this thesis has largely been an exploration—one probing the viability of diasporic
indigeneity as a useful heuristic tool for the study of religion. I hope that my case study of the
Center for Babaylan Studies has revealed the need for such an analytic, and how it contrasts to
indigenous diasporas, and exhibited a compelling example. Also as more than a mere example, I
also have intended to show that the CfBS is an important movement for Religious Studies’
attention. Diasporic peoples, in the crisis of dislocation, are innovative actors that utilize, apply,
and transform notions of indigeneity and the CfBS is far from a singular case of how it can
materialize. Religion, particularly as orientation, can become a vehicle, tool, or instrument for
decolonization, and particularly so when employed in projects of (re)indigenization. As the CfBS
says, along with many others, the indigenous worldview at large embraces the entirely of
Creation as sacred, thus making the study of religion inextricable and Religion scholars strongly
equipped to investigate such inquiries.
I also pose this exploration as a preliminary one, possessing much potential to be further
experimented with, elaborated upon, and nuanced. Ethnographies of the CfBS events, followers’
(event attendees, related collaborators, other mentors), and affiliated organizations (Kathara
Society and Kapwa Collective) would illuminate much more details and conclusions that are
outside the scope of this present project. As previously stated, further research through the
academics lenses of religious pluralism, transreligiosity, spiritual fluidity, and Theology Without
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Walls would garner fruitful conclusions as well. I also reiterate that I have not attempted a
normative or prescriptive study of diasporic indigeneity. Nor that of the CfBS as well. My aim
has been to offer something useful to both the field and the organization—a new lens for
reflecting and possibly a new way of thinking.
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